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Eagle Investment Systems Enhances Enterprise Data
Management Software with Telekurs VDF Loader
Telekurs is pleased to announce the availability of a standard interface
TM

between its Valordata Feed (VDF ) and Eagle Investment Systems’ data
management solution.
Eagle’s solution is an advanced data management platform that provides
seamless connectivity and data integration from numerous sources and
consolidates it in one location, providing a consistent, high-quality view of
investment data. Consolidating security master data on Eagle’s platform has
provided significant benefits to clients, as it allows them to clean, enrich, extract
and distribute data to meet diverse and dynamic internal and external reporting
and information requirements.
“Eagle’s data management solution provides the ideal staging platform for
Telekurs VDF security data”, said John Lehner, Eagle president. “The synergies
of the software and the data provide our mutual customers with extensive
benefits in terms of enhanced data quality and improved data processing.
The Valordata Feed delivers information from Telekurs’ vast database of
structured, encoded securities information. Covering over four million global
instruments, VDF includes information about issuers, trading places, prices,
underlying instruments, ID cross-reference, ratings, payment events, corporate
actions and much more. As all of the information in the database is fully
structured and encoded, this information – both current and historical - is linked
together for superior processing results.
“In response to growing competitive and regulatory pressures, we’re seeing
global financial institutions putting a higher priority on their enterprise data
management initiatives”, said Barry Raskin, President of Telekurs (USA) Inc.
“VDF delivers the breadth of information these global firms require, in a structure
that promotes STP and in formats that facilitate communication. With the
availability of an interface to Eagle’s data management solution we believe that
our customers will gain significant efficiencies and advantages through the
combination of Eagle’s excellent solution and Telekurs’ unique data offering.
Eagle’s interface for VDF is available globally. Customers should contact their
local Telekurs office or Eagle investment Systems for more information.
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Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact Stephan Meier, Media
Relations.
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SIX Telekurs
As a leader in its field, SIX Telekurs specializes in the procurement, processing and
distribution of international financial information. Financial market specialists at SIX
Telekurs gather information from all the world’s major trading venues – directly and in realtime. The SIX Telekurs database with its structured and encoded securities administration
data for more than 5.7 million financial instruments is unique in terms of its depth of
information and data coverage. With offices in 23 countries, SIX Telekurs combines the
advantages of global presence and local know-how. www.six-telekurs.com
SIX Telekurs is a SIX Group company. On a global scale, SIX Group offers first-rate
services in the areas of securities trading, clearing and settlement, as well as financial
market information and payment transactions. www.six-group.com
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